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OPPORTUNITY TO MEET AHED TAMIMI’S 

HEADTEACHER and other Palestinian women here 
on the 'Palestinian Women Speak Out’ women's visit   

CADFA’s Palestinian women’s visit 2018 is in full swing.  Five wonderful women from 

Palestine (see below*) have been in the UK for the past week, meeting a wide range 

of people in each of the areas involved – Camden, which has a particular link to Abu 

Dis (and Jerusalem on the other side of the Separation Wall), Northampton (Al 

Bireh),  Pendle (Beit Leed) and Tower Hamlets (Jenin) .  

The visitors have spoken with people in women’s organisations and community 

centres, hundreds of school children, students in universities, trade unionists on 

picket lines, councillors and Mayors. The visit is spreading awareness across the 

country. Kate Hirom explained that Northampton groups seemed very affected by the 

visit: “We met reps who said, “I had no idea all that was going on. It’s been a real eye 

opener!”   The women have given moving talks at public meetings on most evenings, 

which have brought hundreds more people to learn of their experiences.   

CADFA have run dozens of visits between the UK and Palestine in order to bring 

British people to understand more deeply what is happening to people like 

themselves in Palestine. “The situation is outrageous,” said Nandita Dowson, 

Director of the Camden charity. “The more we know, the worse we realise it is. I was 

moved to tears when I heard that Kifah [a teacher from Abu Dis] was held at a 

checkpoint for hours when trying to reach her seriously ill father and heard that he 

had passed away when she was still standing at the checkpoint.” 

Hiyam, who is the Director of the Saraya Centre in the Old City of Jerusalem, has 

described an impossible situation both for Palestinian children there and for parents 

who are in fear for their children’s lives. Hiyam talked of a child who was stopped by 

soldiers and then killed when he put his hand in his pocket – There was no weapon 



there, but why anyway was he killed by fiercely armed soldiers? This has become 

normal, with no hope even of investigation, or any sign of this stopping. 

”We have heard so much from our friends about the dangerous situation for young 

people, appalling violence, frequent deaths, said Nandita Dowson. “I wonder, is there 

ONE Palestinian person who does not personally know people who have been 

wounded or imprisoned by the Israeli military? Or someone who has been killed? 

These meetings renew our determination to take the case forward for human rights 

for Palestinians – this is a matter of urgency.”   

One of the visitors, Salma Owis, is the headteacher of 17-year-old Ahed Tamimi, 

who is just one of the hundreds of Palestinian child prisoners in Israeli jails but 

became famous because of a viral video of her slapping a soldier in response to him 

pushing her and just after her cousin was shot in the head by an Israeli soldier. 

Yesterday, Ahed’s family accepted a plea bargain so she will have 8 months in jail. 

Salma has been working with the family to apply for her right to do the Towjehi (A 

level equivalent) in jail.  

The women are available for interview. You are invited to their final event on 

Saturday 24th March at Only Connect, Cubitt Street, King’s Cross at 7pm (talks, food, 

songs by local choir Raised Voices and spoken word). Entry by donation to CADFA.  

 

 
(1) More information from CADFA, 53 Fortess Road NW5 1AD; 

contact@cadfa.org; 07791 536620 
 

(2) The women are available for interview   
 
 

(3) CADFA is a human rights charity that works to raise awareness of the 
human rights situation in Palestine.  We have been working for fourteen 
years in Camden, which has a special relation with Abu Dis in the 
Jerusalem suburb (in Palestine). We bring young people and adults 
from Britain and Palestine together to learn about each other and work 
together on creative projects.  Visits like this one support the twinning 
links that have linked schools in Camden and Abu Dis for over ten years 
now, and one of the visitors, a maths teacher from Abu Dis Girls’ 
School, will be visiting two twin schools in Camden. 

 
(4) Info on the women visitors follows (*) 

 
(5) Poster from the Saturday public event on next page  

 

(6) (and from the public events across the country on the page after) 
 

mailto:contact@cadfa.org


(7)  
 



 
(*) Info on the women visitors  
 
 



Ibaa Abulayya  - a young translator at Al Quds Open University. She is from Jenin but currently 

lives in Ramallah. Ibaa was a volunteer with CADFA in London in 2013 and says “I had an amazing 
experience that contributed to the development of the person who I am today.  I would like to take 
part in this visit because I want to be involved in CADFA activities again. I was an EVS one day as a 
young volunteer, but today I am a grown up woman who has another opinion (more mature one) 
about the situation regarding human rights in my own country under the occupying power. By 
participating in such program, I would be able to do what I am interested in: raising discussions 
about Palestinians living under the Israeli occupation. Moreover, as a Palestinian woman, I would be 
able to explain the situation of Palestinian women and discuss it with British women, so I can benefit 
from their experience in dealing with different life problems which definitely will enhance and 
develop relations” 
 
 
Salma Oweis –  Principal of Al Bireh School for Girls, married with 5 kids -, and very keen on 
reading. She says she wants to "represent the Palestinian Women in order to explain the challenges 
that face the Palestinian women under the occupation, Raise awareness in the UK of the situation of 
people in Palestine, Show that women have a defining role in Palestine's quest for justice and 
liberation from Occupation. Salma is keen to raise the case of Ahed al-Tamimi, a teenage girl who 
was arrested last December and is still being held as one of Palestine’s hundreds of child prisoners. 

 
Khawla Altawil - a professional woman in her 40s, a town planner with a degree in architecture 
and a master’s in Urban Planning. She works as a Coordinator in the Joint Cooperation Unit of 
Ramallah,  AL-Bireh,  and  Beitunia  Municipalities as well as being married and a mother of a girl 
studying at Birzeit University and a boy in high school. She wants to talk about human rights 
violations in Al Bireh and about Palestinians’ right to their own cities, which she says is “a normal 
and not negotiated human right.”  
 

Hiyam Elayyan – from Beit Safafa in Jerusalem,and  Director of the Saraya Centre for women 
and young people in the Old City of Jerusalem.  She wants to tell people about the situation of 
Jerusalem “which has deteriorated as a result of irresponsibility by the international community and 
international laws to put an end to the ongoing violations of the Israeli occupation.” She says that 
“people all over the world do not know the real violations of human rights the Jerusalemites are 
exposed to and living through.  The situation of women and children specifically and the families in 
general is so difficult and  complicated and demands advocacy to stop all  the violations in basic 
human rights against the Jerusalemites in general.”   
 

Kifah Iriqat – a maths teacher at Abu Dis Girls’ School, the mother of a big family, very busy and 
active. Living in the middle of Abu Dis, her house and those of neighbours are often surrounded by 
and invaded by the Israeli army – many young people there have been in prison.  She is central in 
developing extra-curricular opportunities for her students – runs summer camps, drama, scouts in 
her school and is very proud of the recent achievements of the girls in her school who have won 
numerous dancing and singing competitions..  Kifah has contributed to school twinning efforts, took 
a central part in the CADFA teachers’ exchanges in 2016, hosting UK teachers in her house.. Abu Dis 
Girls is linked to Camden School for Girls and LSU school in Camden 

 
 
 


